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Positive About Plastic
There is one item that has been dominating our industry in recent times, and that is recycling.

As a manufacturer we wish to participate in protecting the world and to achieve this we have an  
environmental policy which takes positive steps towards producing environmentally responsible products.

We have been involved in recycling for more than 10 years now and have, we believe, developed an efficient 
and responsible system.

There are no dangerous emissions during our manufacturing processes and the materials used do not  
contribute to groundwater pollution in landfill.

Then we try to go further. We believe we are the only UK manufacturer of PVC products in our field who recycle 
from our own waste stream and re-use it. What’s more, if any customer returns any 20 20 products to us at the 
end of their useful life, we will recycle them and reuse the material in future projects.

The result is that a very high proportion of the raw material we use is recycled.

So when the wallets, folders or boxes you have purchased from us have fulfilled their use, please return them 
and make a small contribution to the health of our planet.

Wallets, Pockets & Sleeves
Clear or opaque PVC wallets have a wide variety of  
uses in business. 

They can offer simple, efficient filing, storage or protection  
for documents, instructions, cards, badges, tickets and more.

We produce many hundreds of thousands of wallets each year and  
many of them are designed to suit an individual customer’s exact  
needs. They can be standard or custom size, open on the short side or  
long, have slits or thumbcuts to make document insertion or remove 
easier, may be printed with a logo or message or could even 
be embossed.

Finally, when their useful life is at an end, they can be returned to us 
for recycling.

Need inspiration for your wallets? Why not take a look at our photo gallery here 

What Our Customers Say …
‘20/20 plastics were the ideal partner for us, understanding our 
needs perfectly given our product is bespoke and used in a 
hostile marine environment we need a robust answer which 
they provided at a cost which was competitive’
Ian Rippington, Commercial Director, Imray Laurie Norie & Wilson Ltd

http://www.2020plastics.co.uk/bespoke-products/wallets-and-pockets


www.2020plastics.co.uk
We welcome visitors to our factory  

20 20 Plastics Limited, 2 Cavalier Road, Heathfield Industrial Estate,  
Newton Abbot, Devon TQ12 6TQ

                01626 20 20 00              sales@2020plastics.co.uk

New Year, New Look
Business cards are often used when first meeting a  
business contact and most people want theirs  
to stand out.

Perhaps a cut-to-shape card could offer you an  
edge over your competitors. 

We normally produce them in white or frosted  
polypropylene, often recycled polypropylene, a highly  
versatile  material that is durable, lightweight, flexible,  
waterproof and available in a vibrant range of colours.

Cards can be printed in single or full colour and, using our  
new toy, cut to virtually any shape so your card could be  
the shape of your logo or the kinds of products you offer.

If you are looking for something a little unusual why not ask us to come up with a design solution for you. 

We’ve Got a New Toy!
Well a bit more than a toy really.

We have just installed a new digital cutter, which is already bringing  
efficiencies to our production process as well as widening our capabilities.

The machine is fully computer controlled and can handle sheets of  
plastic or card up to 1230 x 1600mm so we can cut or crease multiple  
items at the same time.

Those items can even be different shaped products as the machine  
automatically senses what is where and cut or crease appropriately.   
An added bonus is that you can incorporate holes of any shape  
into the product design if required.

Hence it gives us an efficient method of producing 
several identical items as well as the opportunity of cutting 
single or short run items and it will cut in the most material 
efficient way so reducing waste.

Kevin Turner
Centre Principal
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